Nabu™ Chair with Cantilever Arms
10601 seat h 17¾-21½” arm h 25¾-28½” w 23” d 22” h 36¾-39½”
10602 with coordinating mesh seat seat h 17¾-21½” arm h 25¾-28½” w 23” d 22” h 36¾-39½”

Nabu™ Chair Armless
10603 seat h 17¾-21½” arm h 25¾-28½” w 23” d 22” h 36¾-39½”
10604 with coordinating mesh seat seat h 17¾-21½” arm h 25¾-28½” w 23” d 22” h 36¾-39½”

Nabu™ Chair Armless - Sled Base
10605 seat h 18” arm h 25” w 22” d 22” h 33”
10606 with coordinating mesh seat seat h 18” arm h 25” w 22” d 22” h 33”

Nabu™ Chair Armless - On 4 Legs
10607 seat h 18” arm h 25” w 24” d 22” h 33”
10608 with coordinating mesh seat seat h 18” arm h 25” w 24” d 22” h 33”

Colour:
Seat and back available in 30 mesh colours. Back mesh has horizontal stripe as standard created by the strong elastomer fiber woven in the mesh.

Cushions:
Cushions are molded foam with 25% soy foam content.

Base:
Swivel base is black as standard; add $65.00 list for polished aluminum with chrome casters.

Leg:
Tubular steel leg or sled base is standard silver powder coat.

Frame:
Back frame and arms are black as standard. White and grey available for a 10% upcharge. Custom colors available for quantities above 100.